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Welcome
Dear All,
I’ll start with a huge thank you to over 150 of you who took the time
to contribute to our annual survey of the events industry this year.
More of you than ever before have given us your thoughts on a host
of key topics, from the triumphs and challenges of your own day-jobs
to the overall state of the industry. I’m writing because the results of
this year’s survey are in and we’re excited to share our findings with
you - the extra data lets us build an even more detailed picture of the
state of the industry.
Those of you who read the report based on last year’s inaugural survey
(you can find it here if you missed it) may recall that we highlighted
three key themes that ran through many of our responses, and we’ve
done the same this year – talent and technology are still key topics
for the industry, and in a rapidly evolving marketplace it’s perhaps no
surprise that we found the idea of training, and of making sure your
team have the right skillset for their role, came up again and again,
making it our third key theme for 2016.
Before we get to that more detailed analysis though the extra data
gives us the opportunity to sit back and look at the industry as a whole,
and nothing sums up that picture more than the respondent who told
us that “Live events are not going to die, but [they are] going through
a revolution.” The picture that’s emerging is of an industry in flux, and
we’ll turn to that first.
I hope you enjoy the analysis in this report and that you find it useful.
Please let us know your thoughts by email (tim@caseltonclark.co.uk)
or on LinkedIn.
Yours sincerely,
Tim South
Co-Founder and Director

An Industry in Flux
This year’s survey is full of references to new ways of doing business.
Director-level respondents talk of “total overhaul,” “transforming
business models” and “massive investment” in adapting to new ways
of doing business. Others, particularly event producers and marketers,
refer to the increasing difficulty of doing their jobs well in such a
crowded and ever-changing market.
One director-level respondent talked about an “overhaul [of their]
events plan - massive investment in pay to attend events and
sponsorship,” and another referenced “transforming business models,
delivery & creating new digital platforms.” Among the staff at the coalface, marketers seem to be particularly impacted by this. We talked last
year about the overall shift in the industry away from the traditional
telesales-driven approach and towards a more marketing-driven
way of driving revenue, and this seems to be borne out by responses
talking more than ever about the shift towards marketing automation
and away from a more creative approach to marketing – we’ll look at
this trend in more detail in our section on technology later on.
Staff Levels and Salaries
Another area where this change in business model seems to be
impacting is in staff levels and salaries. One respondent mentioned
the introduction of new technology having lead directly to a cut in
head count. Another referred in some detail to the difficulty – or even
impossibility - of maintaining the current high salary levels for staff as
the industry continues to evolve. Again, we’ll take more of a look at
this when we talk about talent shortly.

Saturated Market
Perhaps driving all of this change is the very saturated state of today’s
events market. Every group we spoke to made some reference to
this, particularly directors, marketers and producers, and it’s perhaps
not surprising for a business that’s long been driven by continually
launching more events, either branching into new topics or replicating
existing successes in other parts of the world.

An Industry in Flux Continued...
But in a business that seems to be more and more about quality, close
relationships with attendees and sponsors and delivering technology
platforms alongside events, it seems that model can’t persist forever,
despite at least one senior figure in the industry telling us that their
plan for growth was to carry on launching more events.
Finally, amongst all this disruption, two closely-linked themes show
evidence that the industry has really begun to adapt and reshape itself
over the 12 months since our last survey.
Getting together the right team and ensuring that they’re properly
equipped for the job you need them to do has always been a key
challenge in such a people - driven business, but although we talked
about talent extensively last year references to training and the right
skillset for the new world are completely new to this year’s responses.
And while it sounds like it’s proving tough to get the right people in
place – particularly senior salespeople and marketers with the right
skillset - and provide the right training, we’d see the fact that it’s begun
to enter the conversation as a vital step in the right direction.

Talent
We talked extensively last year about the endless quest for talent in the
events business and it’s no surprise that the issue hasn’t gone away.
Events at its core is a people-driven business and building the right
team has always been key, and probably always will.
This year’s survey tells a similar story to last year, with 26% of directorlevel respondents citing finding high-quality candidates for their team
as the single biggest challenge facing their business, making it narrowly
the most common response.
Events businesses seem to find sales and marketing teams the most
challenging to hire for: when asked what type of people they find
it hardest to hire 52% picked salespeople and 36% of respondents
highlighted marketers, with just 12% opting for producers.

Talent Continued...
Reading the comments makes it clear that hiring for sales and for
marketing are very different challenges though. In sales, the biggest
challenge seems to be around compensation.
One senior respondent explained that it is “difficult to secure budget
from internal stakeholders to meet required remuneration packages
for the best candidates.” Another referenced that it’s is a “candidatedriven market - the good people are now very expensive”.
Identifying the right salespeople also seems to be a consistent
challenge - we had multiple respondents describe how it can be
difficult to pick good salespeople, particularly ones who will fit the
company culture, at interview.
The challenge in hiring marketers seems to be more straightforward but
tougher to overcome - hiring managers don’t seem to be convinced
that the majority of marketers in the events business have the right
skillset for the modern events market. One respondent went as far as
to state that “the majority of the current generation of event marketers
are not fit for purpose with the skill set that we now require”. We’ll
talk about some of the responses we’ve had about training some of
this current generation shortly, but although it seems harsh it doesn’t
seem that the author of that comment is alone in his or her opinion.
As a counter-point to that though, we’ll quote a response here from
an events marketing person with very much the opposite view.
“I actually think Event Marketers are ahead of other industries in terms
of ROI & results driven marketing tactics. My experience of moving
away from events is that other product/solution provider marketers
could learn a thing or two about how Event Marketers plan and execute
complex multichannel campaigns with direct results”.
Even once the team has been brought together, retention of talent
is a challenge. 65% of respondents felt that retaining talent was a
significant challenge to the industry. There’s not much data in the
survey addressing why, but one respondent’s comment that “dead
man’s shoes in many companies means good talent exits the industry
due to glass ceiling” might explain part of the reason.

Training
It’s hard to say whether the need for training in the events business has
increased in the past year, or whether it’s just that awareness of that
need amongst our respondents has increased. What’s certainly true
is that from being a minor concern last year, the need to train teams
to deal with the demands of the modern events business has risen to
become one of the most prominent issues in this year’s survey results.
The teams who seem to be most in need of training are sales and
marketing and once again there’s a significant difference between the
two.
Sales Training - Amongst salespeople most of the comments highlight
a concern that’s been prevalent in the industry for some time and which
was expressed in a slightly different form last year - that untrained and
sometimes unprofessional salespeople are - in effect - ruining it for
everyone else.
The main message from respondents in sales was that “inadequate sales
people [are] giving the industry a bad name” or, as one respondent with
a slightly stronger opinion put it “lots of very poor salespeople making
low quality calls and putting decision makers off from speaking to
suppliers with real value propositions to offer.” Anyone who’s been in
the industry a while will know this isn’t a new problem, but what is new
is the references we’ve started to see this year to the need for training
to solve the problem. Whether events companies will follow through
on this remains to be seen, but greater expertise and professionalism
amongst event salespeople can only be good for the industry.
Marketing Training - In marketing the feedback was similar to the
comments we’ve seen above about the current generation of
marketers being “not fit for purpose”. This seems a bit strong to us, but
there’s a valid point in there - the landscape has evolved so fast that
it’s extremely tough for marketers to keep up with new developments
whilst still delivering on the portfolio of events they’re working on.
On the positive side come comments we’ve seen from senior people
about their intention to invest in “developing marketing skills and
specialisms” and “investment in training members of marketing staff”
- it seems that at least some companies are planning to support their
marketing teams in developing the skills they need.

Technology
The impact of technology ran through last year’s survey, and has
probably been the defining influence on the live events business - as it
has on every other facet of the media - for many years now.
As well as driving pretty much all the big-picture changes we’ve
already discussed technology is also altering how the events industry
works day-to-day. 76% of respondents are using social media more
often (although in hindsight the way we worded the question means
this could just be posting more pictures of food on Instagram).
Salespeople report the “incredible” impact of technology on their work.
This seems to be both positive and negative. On the one hand “using
sophisticated social media and analysis tools helps funnel potential
clients”. On the other “many companies will chose online advertising
& other forms of marketing rather than spending high amounts on
exhibition space”.
Marketing teams have seen the most significant impact - our report
on last year’s survey had a long discussion of how new technology
is changing the marketing function and this has continued a pace.
Data analytics, content creation and - particularly - increased use
of marketing automation are fundamentally changing the role of the
marketer in the modern events business. As marketing also shifts into
even more of a central role in most companies this is clearly increasing
the pressure on marketers to be adaptable and to learn new skillsets
and ways of working very quickly.
One final but critical point - this year sees the first time we’ve seen
a direct link drawn between technology and staffing levels. One
respondent talked of “investment in CRM and marketing analytics
software” having lead to “significant manpower savings”.
This feels like a trend to watch and our hope is that jobs lost in some
areas of the business will be balanced out by growth in others, rather
than events businesses cutting their overall head count.

Position Analysis
Marketing
We asked event marketers what the greatest challenges are in their
current positiions and how the landscape is changing.

33%

40%

of marketers thought
creating quality content was
their biggest challenge

of marketers are using press
releases considerably less
than 12 months ago

Leading with quality content has been the buzzword circulating
event marketing for a number of years. It is therefore no surprise
that producing content that is engaging is the greatest challenge for
marketers.
It is not just press releases that have decreased, marketers believe that
the shift away from more traditional event marketing techniques will
continue over the next 12 months:
“Everything will be more content led than marketing copy led”
“Digital will dominate most of our marketing efforts”
“Email marketing will diminish; SEO and blogging will increase”
			
of marketers highlighted career progression as the
			
single most important factor in their role.

92.5%
		

Our Head of Marketing recruitment, James
Dickinson: “The number one thing that marketers
tell me is that career progression is at the top of their
list when looking for a new role. It is no surprise that
the survey has confirmed this.”

Position Analysis
Sales
Typically you would expect commission structure or earning potential
to be the biggest draw for a sales professional. However, like marketers,
sales professionals thought career progression was the most important
aspect of their job.

38%

of sales professionals thought that
proving ROI for sponsors was the
biggest challenge

ROI for sponsors was the standout challenge for sales people:
“The main challenge is justifying sponsorship costs each year and
finding ways to add value to the event and sponsors’ packages”
The difficulty of providing ROI for sponsors could be due to potential
sponsors turning to other avenues to market themselves: “Many
companies will choose online advertising and other forms of marketing
rather than spending high amounts on exhibition space”
		

Tim South, our Head of Media thinks “It’s evident that
market leaders focus on providing bespoke, tailored
sponsorship packages to reflect true understanding
of their client needs, including content & pre/
post event offerings, rather than ‘shopping list’
sponsorship.“

Providing adequate training and up to date sales techniques is also seen
as a major challenge facing the sector: “The reputation of inadequate
sales people is giving the industry a bad name”
“Poor sales people are making low quality calls and putting decision
makers off from speaking to suppliers with real value propositions to
offer”

Position Analysis
Production

36%

43%

of producers thought their
competition were a major
challenge

of producers thought that
short lead times were a
major challenge

Large numbers of competitors appear to creating a saturated market,
with producers feeling the pressure to make their event stand out:
“The most pressing challenge is differentiating and staying ahead in a
market confused by a recent surge of ‘me-too’ events”
“The main challenge facing the production professionals is the number
of events in the market and tired formats”
Short lead times are also seen as one of the main challenge, with a lot
of pressure to deliver innovative events in a short amount of time.
Hannah Todd, who looks after our production
roles thinks, “Thought leadership that benefits the
market & provides a commercial return is always a
priority, however the need to review event formats
as well is also key. Trade shows are now increasingly
looking to reflect their market, providing a delegate
experience that goes beyond just content.”
Producers are feeling the need to collaborate more with other teams
in order to differentiate their content: “We are collaborating with
the marketing team more to develop industry specific content that
customers will find valuable”
“More collaboration is happening with other business divisions with
more drive to broaden formats and types of products offered”

Position Analysis
Director Level
Director level respondents told us that finding high quality candidates
for their internal team remains as their biggest challenge.

26%

of directors found finding high
quality candidates to be their biggest
challenge

Specifically, finding marketers with the right experience is a challenge
due to the speed of changing marketing technqiues: “The majority of
the current generation of event marketers are not fit for purpose with
the skill set that is now required”
“The introduction of marketing automation means that an
understanding of technology/system and integration is needed more
than ever before”
Another difficulty facing directors is the current state of salary
expectations. These expectations could be adding to directors’ difficulty
when hiring: “The changing buying habits of our customers reduce
the importance of traditional conference roles such as delegate sales
and production. Yet these staff still have high salary and compensation
expectations. There is a need to look to the Exhibitions industry for a
more realistic take on what we should be paying. The industry needs
to wake up and ease off on unnecessary and unsustainable pay levels”
Mike South, our principal contact for Director level
candidates, thinks, “The Directors of tomorrow
need to be comfortable with shaping the digital
agenda and working with new technology-based
business models to create complementary and
standalone digital revenue streams.
Leaders must affect positive cultural change with
a good balance of KPI activity and softer account
management excellence.”

Sector by Sector
IT, Technology and Telecoms
The technology industry is thriving with some of the biggest events in
the industry having year on year success. Mobile World Congress was
a highlight in the calendar, as was the Cloud World Series.
One of the main challenges facing professionals in the sector ironically
was that not enough were using technology effectively.

38%

			think that not using technology effectively is
			
the biggest challenge in Tech events
It was mentioned that not integrating event tech and marketing
strategies into non-event tech and marketing plans was perhaps one
of the reasons for this challenge.

Finance, Insurance and Fintech
As an industry Finance and Financial Technology seems to be booming
which has funnelled through to the conferences and exhibitions
industry in these areas. The acquisition of Money 20/20 has been a
huge talking point over the last 12 months with the payments and
financial innovation event being geo-cloned into Europe with a large
degree of success.

18%

			of respondents in the sector thought it was
			
static with the majority experiencing growth
Some respondents have claimed that rather than there being too many
competitors in the industry, the competitors themselves are copying
ideas rather than being original. However the biggest challenge seems
to be the use of event technology

33%

			of event professionals thought they were not
			
using technology effectively in this sector

Sector by Sector
Retail and Fashion
This sector appears to be experiencing slow growth with professionals
in the sector feel it has become static with fewer fresh ideas and
innovation in the sector.

50%

			of producers in fashion and retail feel that it is a
			static sector.
Despite this opinion the sector still boasts some of the largest and most
impressive events like Spring/Autumn Fair and Pure London. Perhaps
these established events are one reason why marketing professionals
in the sector thought it was slow to adapt to changing topics rather
than striving for innovation.
			of marketers believe the industry is slow to
			
adapt to changing topics

20%

Oil, Gas and Energy
The global oil price has plummeted from its June 2014 peak of $114
which has had a knock on effect on the oil conference and exhibition
industry. It is therefore no surprise that the respondents working in
this sector cited that the global economic and political situation was
a major challenge.

			think that the current economical/political 		

66%

			
situation is the biggest challenge facing 		
			their sector
Away from the oil industry there seems to have been growth in
renewable energy events with a positive outlook for the next 12
months in this area.

Awards
Best Event or Event Series:
1st Place		
2nd Place
3rd Place
			
			

- Money 20/20 - Mobile World Congress - ICE Totally Gaming - Bett - Retail Week -

Most Technologically Advanced Events Business:
- UBM Best UK Exhibition Venue:
- ExCel London Best UK Conference Venue:
- The Brewery Most Improved Events Business:
1st Place		
- Informa 2nd Place 		
- Clarion Events 		 - i2i Events Group 3rd Place		
- CloserStill Media -

Our Media Team
Caselton Clark are a specialist media and events recruitment business
founded in 2007 by brothers Tim and Mike South.
We do recruitment differently. We’d rather focus on the top candidates
and the best roles than try to work with everybody. We take pride in
really understanding what you want and having the industry knowledge
to find it.
Tim South
tim@caseltonclark.co.uk
Tim was previously a senior executive at Informa
and now works closely with clients and senior
professionals from all disciplines.
Hannah Todd
hannah@caseltonclark.co.uk
Hannah specialises in working with professionals
in production and operations from entry level up
to junior management.
James Dickinson
james@caseltonclark.co.uk
James is responsible for all of our work with
marketing professionals at all levels, from
executives right up to marketing directors.
Mike South
mike@caseltonclark.co.uk
Mike works on all pre-paid headhunt contracts
and with the majority of senior level media
contacts.
Ioan Nickson
ioan@caseltonclark.co.uk
Ioan works across digital and publishing vacancies
having joined us from a specialist business
intelligence and analysis business.
Kate Long
kate@caseltonclark.co.uk
Kate is our primary researcher working across our
media and events team, having joined us from her
native Australia.
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